KISSING AFTER ORAL SEX?
Should both guys and girls be offended if their partner doesn’t want to kiss after oral sex?
I believe in a world where sex is performed between mature individuals that agree and consent to what
they are doing and to what is happening in the bedroom (or wherever you are having sex). Therefore,
you get and you grant permission regardless if we are talking about oral sex, vaginal sex, anal sex and
any part of your sex play. Discussing your likes and dislikes with your partner can be super exciting. Bring
some kinky scenarios on the table and play around with some new ideas to experiment. It is easier to
say “no, I wouldn’t like that” as opposed to “no, I didn’t like that”!
Having said that, more women than men are OK with kissing their partner after he went down to
perform cunnilingus. It is easy to see why as well. There is a smaller quantity of body fluids in your
boyfriend’s mouth after he eats you even if he made you climax than if you give him an orgasm orally. In
addition, it is better accepted, socially speaking, for 2 women to be together than 2 men. This adds to
the mental taboo guys have when they have to kiss a girl after she performed and completed oral sex on
him. If you decided to give a blow job until the guy cums in your mouth, make sure you know his
reaction before you go and kiss him. Or else all your hard work may be destroyed by his behavior.
I know of women who put some of their love juice behind their ears like perfume to arouse the men
around them. But I know of no guy who would do the same with their sperm. The acceptance of the
body fluid is quite different between the sexes. Women tend to experiment with their smell and their
taste a lot more commonly than men do.
Some tricks to help getting kissed after you performed oral sex without having to deal with an offended
partner:
• Make sure your genitals are clean. This invites oral sex and you may like the taste better if it is clean
and fresh.
• Use a condom when giving him a blow job. They come in different flavors that are worth a try. Men
can use dental dams or saran wrap when eating their girlfriend.
• Have a glass of water handy. Rinse your mouth before going for the kiss.
• Some people need to brush their teeth after. Whatever works.
• Give oral pleasure with a mint in your mouth. It works great before, during and after oral sex!
• Kiss on the cheek if you really don’t want to aim for the mouth.
Before you make up your mind against kissing after oral sex, make sure you give it a try. The mixture of
fluids can enhance the chemical reactions in your kiss and make it a tremendous experience.
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